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Gregory-Aland Lect. 1809 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 2646) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: l 1809 
Contents: lesk†  
Date: XII 
Material: Parchment 
Leaves: 232 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 24–27 
Dimensions: 32 H x 25.5 W  
Shelf Number: 2646 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, line count1, leaf count 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: lect 1809 
Contents: lesk† 
Date: XII 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 233 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 24–25 
Dimensions: 24.9–25.3 W x 31.4–32.6 H x 5.6–5.7 D 
Shelf Number: 2646 
 
Images: 
Text (466) + Additional Matter (6) + Spine & Color Chart (7) = 479 total images 

Foliation corrections: foliated 
1a = unnumbered fragment 
2a = ‘1a’ 
 

Quires: — 
 

Additional Matter: 6 images  
Front cover: 1 additional paper leaf + cover b = 3 images 

                                                
1 Spot-checking of several leaves; the ones at the beginning were 25 lines per page, those for the 

rest of the MS were were 24 lines per page. INTF may have counted lines on pages we did not check. 
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Back cover: 1 additional paper leaf + cover a = 3 images 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 4a [‘3a’]) 
 
Text: 233 leaves (466 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): none  
 

Specific Details:2  
Modern cloth boards, completely detached from MS. 
MS is slightly trapezoid, larger on inside than outside. 
Gilded headings to each lection; enlarged, detailed, multicolored (gold, red, lapis lazuli, 

etc.) ekthesis for each incipit. 
  
50b (‘49b’): blank 
51a (‘50a’): ornate, detailed headpiece for Matthew 
74ab (‘73ab’): blank 
75a (‘74a’): ornate, detailed headpiece for Luke 
103ab (‘102ab’): blank 
104a (‘103a’): ornate, detailed headpiece for Mark 
172a (‘171a’): cruciform conclusion to Synaxarion 
172b (‘171b’): beginning of menologion 
172b (‘171b’): small, ornate, detailed headpiece for menologion for September; similar 

ones for other months 
233b (‘232b’): blank (menologion completed on previous page) 
 

16 May 2016: dbw 
Digitized by: jls/nas 

                                                
2 Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes. 

Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a 
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in 
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’ 


